
 Notes from 05-10-10 McLean county Permanancy action team meeting:   

Those attending:  Margie Jordan CASA  Jessica Woods-ASA Matt ?-PD Judge Fitzgerald Angela 
DeVore-CHASI Marie McCurdy-Healthworks Maureen Sollars-AOK Lisa Massa-LAN Jamie Ralph-
DCFS Karen Blum-TBF Vera Traver-HOPE 

Shirley Dubois-HOPE 

 1.   AOIC has selected McLean County to look at data regarding permanency. This will look at 
the time from child came into care until permanency is achieved. They will look at barriers and 
delays along the way.  It will be interesting to compare the courts data compared to that 
provided by DCFS and ISU.  

2.   Discussed HealthPoints contract with DCFS to provide drug screens. At this time it is believed 
that the contract has not yet been sighed by HealthPoint.  Agencies received a letter last 
week that HealthPoint is cutting back the hours they will be screening clients. Screens will 
stip at 5:00 p.m. thought the week, and there will not be any screens on the weekend.  Jamie 
Ralph and Karen Blum will notify the DCFS contracts unit of this information.  

3.   The HOPE mentors were present and gave a brief update on how the program was going. 
They can each accept one new client. So far all is going well and they plan to facilitate their 
first group meeting in May.  

4.   Discussed HMR placements and the need for the homes to get licensed. Reviewed the 
financial benefit and more importantly the benefit to the children as they would be in safer 
environments.  

5.   Discussed that McLean county no longer has a DCFS Court Monitor since Dawn Spencer 
accepted a position in ACR.  The Judge has concerns that reports will be filed late. 

6.   Judge reported that PC cases appear to be up.  Jamie confirmed that April and May have 
been two of the busiest months for the Bloomington DCFS office, and that the cases we are 
receiving are severe abuse. 

7.   LAN Liaison, Lisa Massa, is going to look into compiling a more user friendly version of the 
DCFS stats provided. 

8.   Next meeting 08-16-10 at 11:00 a.m.  
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